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Comparative adjectives worksheets for esl students

Prev &lt; 1 2 3... 15 &gt; Next Prev &lt; 1 2 3... 27 &gt; Next index of content next quality ESL grammar worksheet, Quizzes and Games - From A to Z - Atulative ADJECTIVES for Teachers and Learners Everything You Need to Know About Comparative One A Full (14:41) All Things Grammar Board
Game by Comparative Intermediate Level Grammar Lessons for English Learners A Game Board (49 Sections) Three pages of questions on 27 cards for groups of three players and activity required board pieces with NotesLevel: Beginning for intermediate time: approximately. Download the PDF file by
clicking on the Goldbutton below 20 - 25 minutes! Grammar Crossword Crossword: Comparative18 Word Item; With answer key level: Intermediate from Beginner (CEFR A1 to B1) Time: Download pdf file by clicking goldbutton below about 20 minutes! Use cue cards for a fun team competition using
grammar gamesmusical comparatives. Two pages of cue cards with activity notes level: Intermediate from Beginner (CEFR A1 to B1) Time: Download the PDF file by clicking the Goldbutton below about 15 minutes! Grammar worksheet comparative and spelling practice Fill in the missing tone. With the
answer key on page 2level: Primary to Intermediate Time: Download pdf file by clicking goldbutton below about 15 - 20 minutes! Grammar Dictation Activites 16 Stem Sentences - Learners read adjectives (page 2) aloud to listen to their teacher and complete sentences using the correct comparative forms
of words they hear. The first sentence is performed as an example; With the answer key attached. Level: Primary for IntermediateTime: About 15 minutes activity suggestion If you have internet in your classroom, run the audio file below for your learners. Click here to download audio - Save mp3 file
grammar report chart as comparative rule on how to make comparative statements; with example statements, and irregular adjectives in B/W; Download the PDF file by clicking the Goldbutton below primary to intermediate: or color for projector or laminate! Suggestions email this grammar reference chart
to your students if you know your email address, or post it on your class website. Subscribe to an original video created (4:16) and upload all things to YouTube by grammar go to my YouTube channel and watch more English language teaching and video learning! Grammar Quiz Comparative16 Multiple
Choice Questions; With answer key and percentage conversion chartlevel: For beginner intermediate time: Download the PDF file by clicking the Goldbutton below about 15 minutes! Activity Suggestions Use this quiz either as a pre-activity diagnostic tool, or as a post-activity evaluation evaluation. (1)
Consider saving time marking papers by asking your learners to switch papers, and then (2) playing YouTube videos on the left and having your students colleague right. Wrap up by discussing any mistakes. (Add 5 to 10 Grammar Quiz Comparative Online Version of the above quiz. 16 Multiple Choice
Questions Quiz Grammar Worksheet Comparative 15 Sentences Begin (Fill gaps to complete each sentence); Answer key and percentage conversion chartlevel with: Primary for IntermediateTime: Download pdf file by clicking goldbutton below about 15 minutes! Review and discuss activity suggestions,
how to create comparative adjectives before giving your students this worksheet (see boxes at the top of the file page; also, grammar reference charts at the top). Pay attention to irregular comparative adjectives: good; Bad, far away. Having rap-ups compares students with answers with classmates, and
then choosing one or two students to write their answers on board: (1) am taller than; (2) Get busy, etc., correct and discuss any mistakes. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar worksheet 2 comparative15 sentences (use hints to write full comparative sentences); Answer key and percentage conversion
chartlevel with: Primary for IntermediateTime: Download pdf file by clicking goldbutton below about 15 minutes! Look at the above worksheet for activity suggestion activity suggestions. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar word search comparative14 word items; With Answer KeyLevel: Primary for
IntermediateTime: Download pdf file by clicking goldbutton below about 15 minutes! Activity suggestions Consider using grammar word search as a simple warm-up at the beginning of a text. A great idea is to follow this activity by using a writing activity, or some (or all) of words in a board game. Grammar
board game comparative36 class, each asking for a different comparison (speak for at least 1 minute per roll). small groupprint in pair work or B/W; Or color for projector or laminate print. Dice Required Level: Primary for Intermediate Time: Download the PDF file by clicking the Goldbutton below
approximately 20 minutes! This printable comparative worksheet helps students to learn and practice comparative adjectives and comparative sentences. Give each student a copy of a two-page worksheet. Students start by classifying adjectives and writing them in their comparative form. Next, students
complete sentences with a comparative form of adjective +. Students then proceed to rearrange words to create comparative sentences. Finally, students perform a multi-choice exercise where they choose the correct answer and complete the comparative sentences. In this free comparative game,
students combine nouns together by creating comparative sentences. Each pair of students give a set of noun cards. The students shuffled the cards and dealt with them equally. A student goes first and puts face on one of their noun cards on the table. Students then take turns to put down a noun card
and make a comparative sentence with, linking together two nouns, such as 'a car is faster than a bus'. 'A bus is bigger than an elephant', etc. A card can be put down either before or after the card or card chain on the table, similar to dominoes. Every time a student puts down a card they should use a
different comparative adjective. If a student makes a grammatical mistake or can't think of a way to link two noun cards together, they miss a twist. It continues back and forth with students linking nouns together with different comparative adjectives. The first student to get rid of all his cards wins the game.
When students have finished, couples write out comparative sentences they created. The students then read their sentences in class. Here is a fun comparative game for elementary students to play in class. In activity, students find missing comparative adjectives in sentences about fun facts. Divide
students into pairs (A and B). Give each student a related part of the worksheet. Both students have the same sentences, but where they have a comparative adjective in bold, their partner has a difference and vice versa. Student B begins by reading the first sentence and guessing the missing
comparative adjective. Student B Comparative Adjective Seems to have three chances. If the comparative adjective of Student B is the same as what the student is in a bold on his worksheet, student B scores three marks and writes comparative adjectives in difference. If the estimate is wrong, Student B
tries again for two points and then for a point. Again, this student seems to have a turn to find the missing comparative adjective in the second sentence and so on. Student wins with the most points at the end of the game. This free comparative adjective game is useful for comparative practice or review.
Divide the students into three-four teams. Give each team a pen and paper to write. Write an example noun on the board, such as piano. Then, write the following item on the board: 1. Something bigger than the piano. 2. Something smaller than piano. 3. An action that goes with the piano. 4. A word that
comes first in the dictionary than the piano. 5. A long word starting with the same letter. 6. A short word starting with the same letter. 7. An adjective to describe a piano. 8. Unlike that adjective. Eling an example answer for each item. Next, write a new noun on the board. Teams then race to write answers
for the new word on board. When a team has completed all the items, check their answers. If the answers are appropriate, the teams score a score. The game continues with a different noun being used every round. The team wins with the most points at the end of the game. Victory.
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